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1 Introduction

Last year [Fairclough2004] and [Larsson2004] described the ren-
dering architecture of a terrain tool at Digital Domain. During the
production of Stealth, which included over 300 shots of fully CG
terrain, it evolved greatly in terms of flexibility and workflow.

Stealth involved rendering huge areas of terrain, making explicit
modeling very impractical. Instead, a procedural approach was
needed. Procedural modeling, however, can be unintuitive and usu-
ally requires good knowledge of shader writing and geometry gen-
eration. The main challenge when developing this tool for the pro-
duction of Stealth was how to supply non-technical artists with an
interactive interface that enabled them to work in a very technical
modeling and shading environment.

Two factors proved to be very important. First, providing a visual
shader programming environment for the artists, allowing them to
create complex shader networks. Secondly, offering several forms
of previewing capabilities that could give the artists fast feedback
and intuitive control over the shading process.

Figure 1: Fully CG terrain.

2 Visual shader programming

At the core of the application lies a node-based shading system.
All modeling is done as part of the shading process, which is a
major difference compared to other systems. A task that normally
would have included both a modeler and a shader-writing TD was
effectively merged into one.

Some shader nodes perform complicated operations (such as laying
down a road based on a spline), whereas others only calculate an
addition or a dot product. Providing low-level nodes keeps us from
coding too much specific functionality into the higher-level nodes
and lets artists compose and customize shade trees with a great de-
gree of flexibility. The low-level nodes are also very useful for pro-
totyping higher-level nodes, before writing them in code. The num-
ber of individual nodes used in each shot averaged around 400 to
500, with more complex ones used over 1500. While those numbers
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reflect the actual number of shaders in a scene, ”group nodes” make
organization simple, and allows re-use of entire blocks of shaders.

3 Interactive procedural modelling

Having to perform a full render in order to see a change in one
node is very tedious. In order to provide better feedback there are a
number of previewing alternatives available in the system. First, an
interactive 3D view shows all of the terrain visible and incremen-
tally refines the geometry, computing full shading and displacement
in the process. Also, any node parameter that describes a real-world
value, such as position, rotation, length, etc., has an interactive ma-
nipulation widget in the 3D view, making it simple to place geo-
metric shapes into the scene. Non-procedural nodes, such as texture
maps, heightfields and splines, also have real-time representations
in the view. This is standard in a normal modeling package, but
rarely available when modeling procedurally.

While the 3D preview offers a good overview of the entire scene,
it’s sometimes desirable to look at and evaluate a specific part of the
shader tree. We provide this functionality by letting the user take
a 2D slice of the 3D texture space. The slice can be interactively
positioned in the main 3D view, and can show both displacement
and color shading. It can be hooked up anywhere in the shader
network to preview a smaller section of the tree. Together, these
previews give the artist quick feedback on any parameter changes.

4 Turning artists into shader writers

The benefit of these developments has been that artists with little or
no experience with shader writing are able to work efficiently with
procedural terrain modeling. The tool has allowed them to gradu-
ally and intuitively build an understanding of the shading process.
Artists can create complex shader networks without having to write
code, and are able to see the results of each operator in an interac-
tive preview.
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